Bhatnagar and Rathna (Quar. Journ. Mech. Appl. Maths., 1963, 16, 329) investigated the flows of Newtonian, Reiner-Rivlin and RivlinEricksen fluids between two rotating coaxial cones. In case of the last two types of fluids, they predicted the breaking of secondary flow ¡ in any meridian plane. We find that such breaking is avoided by the application of a sufficiently strong azimuthal magnetic field arising from a line current along the axis of the cones.
In the present note we include the effect of external magnetic field produced by current along the axis of the cortes to examine its effect on the secondary flows.
The flow is characterized by the tire non-dimensional parameters.
R-PL~~2, the Reynolds number ,/ S = ,je~, the cross-viscosity parameter ,/ K = ,7,~~, the viscoelasticity parameter ,/ M = oLaf2, j'-
where and L is a standard length. We find that a large axial current suppresses the breaking of the seeonda~y flow in case of non-Newtonian fluid. The axial current necessary for this purpose is more when the angular gap between the cones is small.
BASIC F_~UATION,~
The equations governing the steady flow of an electrically conducting liquid aro:
MaxwelI' s equations 
Continuity equation
and the rheological equation of state: T = --pi + Te + ~ee 9 e + ~vD, (2.8)
where {Tij}, {eo} and {Dij } denote the stress tensor, the rate of strain tensor and the aeeeleration gradient trensor.
THE PmMAgY MOTION
We have taken the primary motion to be that of a Newtonian fluid with the neglect of inertial terms. The stream lines and the lines of magnetic induction are circles in planes perpendicular to the axis of the cenes, with their centres lying on it.
We shall work in spherical polar co-ordinates r, 0, ,~ with the origin at the cerumen vertex of the cenes, £ being measured from the axis of the cenes and 4' from a convenient meridian plano. 
+ f22 log tan ~ --eot 01 eosee 01 , 01 0~. K = log tan ~ --log tan ~ + cot 02 cosec 02 --cot 0x coso: 01, where 0~ and 02 ate the semi-vertical angles of the inner and outer cones respectively.
SECONDAgY Ftow
Wo now consider the effect of inclusion of the inertial terms in Oseen's approximation and the first-order effect of cross-viscosity and viscodasticity retaining only the first powers of S and K. Denoting the perturbation velocity by (u, v, w) and the induced magnetic field by (/h-, h0, he), the linearized equations determining tho porturbod magnetic field and velocity aro It was found difficult to get general information about the flows from these equations and consequently we have studied numerically the following cases : In the cone-plate arrangement considered above, F (0) is negative for Ha = 1 and 100 but is positive for Ha ~ 1000, whereas l~ (0) and l~ (0) It is interesting to note that in the case of flow separation (Fig. 3) in the presence of magnetic field, the dividing stream line is circular as was the case in [1].
LARGE AXIAL CURRENT
In this section we shall assume the axial current and hence the Hartmann number Ha is large for any angular gap between the cones. The constants a's, b's ate detcrmined from the boundary conditions (4.7) and (4.8).
Figuras 1 and 2 gire the strr linr in the following two cases:
Case (a): R=0"I, S=K=0.
and Case(b): R=S=K=0"I.
